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We propose a new framework for hands-on educational modules to introduce 
ideas in AI and robotics casually, quickly, and effectively in one package.



As a case study to demonstrate the idea of the framework, 
an educational module to create a toy car with a camera 
controlled by Raspberry Pi is introduced.
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AI Model: CVS Data and CNN/AI Model

Model.py:
• Read the "game_data.cvs" and make test.h5 file 
• It takes 5 hours to train the data… (Not completed today)



Driving by AI: Between Road and AI Server

JSON Object: tag name +  byte[] 

Drive.py







Test the trained network on a physical environment

ML

Network



ML

Create a network that returns 
a steering angle & speed for a 
condition captured in camera 
images based on the provided 
player’s driving data.

Network



UC-win/Road ML

Apply the network to a new 
driving course to see how the 
player would drive the new 
course.

Network

a new driving course 



UC-win/Road ML

Network







CNN
Control 1

Playing with a Bot in VR Training AI Running a physical Bot

Control 2

Control 3…
.

State of the world 
captured by VR cameras

Instructions (Actions) 
for Robots

VR Physical

Re-enactment in a physical environment using a 
game-play style which was learned in VR.

Participants play & control robots in a VR 
environment and generate Data for CNNs.



Application 2: Your skill is good enough?



Conclusions

Our AI model is trained to assimilate the participant’s game-play
style, which will be later re-enacted by the physical robot
assembled by the participant.

Through this approach, we intend to demonstrate the AI’s ability
to personalize things and hope to stimulate participants’ curiosity
and motivation to learn.



Future Work

The current single-board computers have a practical limitation for a
size of networks to run in real time, and further advancement will help
introduce more complex application examples.

In terms of the driving model, for future work, we can compare the
reactions of our AI models to those trained by professional drivers
and could develop a coaching system.

The physical miniature course needs to be made visually closer to
VR scenes to minimize the gap for a more accurate performance of
the network.
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UC-win/Road ML

A player drives a car. Train a network with the 
player’s driving data.



UC-win/Road ML

Create a network that returns 
a steering angle & speed for a 
condition captured in camera 
images based on the provided 
player’s driving data.

Network



UC-win/Road ML

Network

Installed the same ML tool, TensorFlow on RaspberryPi, 
so it can use the same trained network.



UC/WinRoad ML

Network

The trained network can be 
used for driving a physical car 
connected to the Raspberry Pi.

The model car will run like the 
way that the player drives a car.

A physical car











CNN
Control 1

Playing with a Bot in VR Training AI Running a physical Bot

Control 2

Control 3…
.

State of the world 
captured by VR cameras

Instructions (Actions) 
for Robots

VR Physical

Re-enactment in a physical environment using a 
game-play style which was learned in VR.

Participants play & control robots in a VR 
environment and generate Data for CNNs.

We propose a new framework for hands-on educational 
modules to introduce 
ideas in AI and robotics casually, quickly, and effectively in one 
package.



CNN
Throttle

Steering

Playing in VR Training AI Running a Toy Car with a play style


